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Central accounts:

● Facebook: @Laurentian University

● Instagram and Threads: @laurentianu

● Twitter: @laurentianu

● TikTok: @laurentianu

● LinkedIn:  @Laurentian University

● Youtube: @Laurentian University

● Discord: @laurentianulaurentienne

This handbook is intended to empower those who manage 

Laurentian’s various social media channels. It aims to help you 

achieve your goals, align with the university’s goals, and to 

coordinate our efforts to nurture our online community.
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https://intranet.laurentian.ca/policies/2013.Dec.13%20-%20Bilingualism%20-%20EN.pdf










Positive

Negative

Is the comment helpful 

or complimentary to 



What is an inappropriate post? While the majority of comments from users will contribute to an 

active and interesting community, some will not. The actions below should be considered 

inappropriate and you should remove comments that:

● Use profanity and offensive language 

● Include a personal attack

● Harass or embarrass other members 

● Are an infringement on a copyright law or University policy

● Advertise a specific commercial service 

● Include a threat of violence 

● Are not appropriate for all ages

● Encourage intolerance toward a particular group 

● Are included numerous times in a single thread 

● Are not related to the original post and intend to direct attention to themselves

● Knowingly mislead other members 
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Each social media platform has a different set of characteristics, including style, tone, 







X: X, previously known as Twitter, enables users to share short 

bursts of information (called tweets) in a largely public manner.

Community member types include: prospective students, current 

students, alumni, community leaders, faculty and staff.

Tone: informative and update focused.

● Identity: Create an X account, name account using Laurentian naming 

convention, use Laurentian background image. 

● Content: Create a post calendar, and respond to tweets in a timely 

fashion. Use relevant images to help tell a story, consider that you are 

limited by the number of characters. Encourage brand advocates by 

identifying your most engaged followers and leveraging their content 

about your brand. 

● Etiquette: Respond publicly to public comments, direct message for 

private or sensitive topics, retweet (RT) relevant and valued content from 

others, invite feedback from followers and follow back relevant channels. 

Join or create conversations using relevant or unique hashtags. 

● Networking: Add links to other marketing channels and social networks, 

use search to find people who are interested in your topic and follow 

them.
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TIKTOK: TikTok allows you to share micro videos and join in on trends 

that are quick changing.

Community member types include: prospective student, currents 

students, community members

Tone: fun and engaging, conversational videos

● Identity: Create an account, name account using Laurentian naming 

convention.

● Content: Trend focused, therefore, you must post often to keep relevance.

● Etiquette: Respond to comments, invite feedback and participation. 

Encourage brand advocates by liking their content.

● Networking: Create connections by following trends and tagging others.

Tip: to save and share a TikTok video on different platforms, remove the 

watermark by utilizing this website: snaptik.com. If you need instruction, 

please do reach out.
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Threads: Threads is a similar platform to X. It allows users to share 

short bursts of information (called a thread) in a largely public manner.

Community member types include: prospective students, current 

students, community leaders, faculty and staff.

Tone: informative and update focused.

● Identity: Create an X account, name account using Laurentian naming 

convention, use Laurentian background image. 

● Content: Create a post calendar, and respond to tweets in a timely fashion. 

Use relevant images to help tell a story, consider that you are limited by the 

number of characters. Encourage brand advocates by identifying your most 

engaged followers and leveraging their content about your brand. 

● Etiquette: Respond publicly to public comments, direct message for private 

or sensitive topics, re-share relevant and valued content from others, invite 

feedback from followers and follow back relevant channels. Join or create 

conversations using relevant or unique hashtags. 

● Networking: Add links to other marketing channels and social networks, use 

search to find people who are interested in your topic and follow them.
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YOUTUBE: Most videos are hosted on the university’s 

official YouTube channel and our department can help you 

create a playlist to promote your service/department. 

However, a case could be made to host your own YouTube 

channel if you have enough content.
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